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New money, new programmes
The additional resources provided in the 2002

Spending Review have now been fully reflected in

this year’s housing expenditure plans in England,

Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. In England

they are reflected in the new ‘Sustainable

Communities’ programmes for the North and South

of England.

The introduction of new programmes has, however,

made it even more difficult to readily compare

overall levels of housing investment over the years.

Even before the new programmes were introduced

trends in housing spending figures needed to be

seen in the context of the increasing use of private

finance for both new building, and for the repair

and improvement of council housing transferred to

new landlords.

The English housing expenditure plans, as shown in

the ODPM Annual Report, are set out in Table 2.4.1.

Regretfully this provides far less detailed information

than was the case with previous editions of the

departmental annual report, as a result of which

there is a considerable volume of data that is not

now readily available in the public domain. 

Those difficulties are compounded by the long time

lag on the emergence of housing investment figures

for England, as a result of which it has not been

possible to update Compendium Table 62 in this

edition of the Review. 

Questions of time and risk
On the 1st April this year the Treasury made

fundamental and far reaching changes to the

methodology for evaluating the costs and benefits

of major long term investment projects. These

changes are embedded in the new Treasury Green

Book ‘Appraisal and Evaluation in Central

Government’. 

This new methodology has important implications

for appraisals that compare the costs and benefits

of local authority housing stock transfers, against

the alternative option of council stock retention.

Those issues have also been recently addressed by

the National Audit Office, and the House of

Commons Committee of Public Accounts, as well

as by the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister in its

‘PSA Plus Review’ on the delivery of the decent

homes target for social housing.

However, none of those reviews have fully, if at all,

taken on board the new Green Book provisions,

and is still far from clear how the new Green Book

methodology will be applied in practice for the

purpose of evaluating stock transfer and retention

options.

The new Green Book
The critical change in the Green Book is that it

changes both the level and structure of the

‘discount rate’ used to compare costs and benefits

over time. The discount rate effectively reduces the

weight of incomes and expenditures in future years

relative to those in the baseline year. Under the old

Table 2.4.1 Housing components of the Communities Plan Summary Budget
£ million

Programme 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06

forecast plans plans plans

Housing investment for affordable housing and 

improving housing conditions 1,714 2,425 2,450 2,519

Arms-length management organisations 59 323 851 820

Housing finance reform – transitional funding 500 175 140 65

Homelesness 90 93 83 83

Other housing programmes 598 565 493 454

Market renewal pathfinders 25 60 150 290

Growth areas 0 80 256 274

Total 2,986 3,721 4,423 4,505

Source: ODPM Annual Report 2003.
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(long standing) convention the Treasury discount

rate was set at 6 per cent per annum in real terms. 

The new Treasury discount rate is set at the lower

rate of 3.5 per cent per annum, but it is also

defined in a different way. The new discount rate is

primarily intended to cover ‘social time

preference’, that is the value to be placed on jam

today as opposed to jam tomorrow. It is also

intended to cover high level generic risks (i.e. war,

famine, climate change) that are not specifically

related to individual programmes or projects.

This leaves the evaluation of risk specific to

individual programmes and projects to be dealt

with on a case by case basis. Under the old

arrangements an average risk factor was built into

the 6 per cent discount rate.

The costs of stock transfer
The switch to a lower discount rate effectively

means that more weight is given to costs and

benefits in later years, relative to those in earlier

years. This has an immediate impact on the

evaluation of stock transfers, as these typically

provide central government with large gains in

year one (from the transfer receipt) against

increased costs in future years (typically from

higher net housing benefit costs). The impact of

the change in the basic discount rate cannot,

however, be taken in isolation. It also has to be

considered alongside the impact of the risk

assessments to be made for specific projects and

programmes.

The risk assessment for stock transfers is effectively

wrapped up in the discount rate used in the

valuation of the stock used to determine the price

paid by the new landlord to the council. There has

been some flexibility in the valuation discount rate

in recent years, reflecting the view that some

transfers involved greater risks than others. Higher

risks are acknowledged to arise, for example, when

there are very large planned investment programmes

or concerns about low demand.

It is not yet entirely clear, however, how the risks

associated with investment in retained council stock

should be factored into such assessments. What

weight should be given to the risks associated with

potential cost overruns, or of investment being

nullified by vandalism or falling demand?

If those factors are ignored the reduction in the

discount rate would on its own mean that stock

transfer is invariably seen as more expensive than

council stock retention. Indeed that conclusion was

drawn by both the National Audit Office, and the

House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts,

earlier this year. However, the National Audit Office

assessment did not compare like for like in terms of

the time profile of major repairs and improvements

programmes under the different options, and the

Committee of Public Accounts did not take effective

account of the risk factors associated with the ‘stock

retention’ option.

Only when an agreed set of conventions on the

proper treatment of risk for the stock retention

option have been developed will it be possible to

make an assessment of the relative public sector

value for money provided by the stock transfer and

stock retention options. 

Celtic transfers
Meanwhile the stock transfer process continues

apace in England, with 18 transfers in 2002/03, of

some 162,000 dwellings. There has also been a

major lift-off in stock transfers both north and west

of the English borders. The Glasgow stock transfer,

of some 82,000 dwellings is large not just by

Scottish standards, but is far larger than any of the

previous urban stock transfers in England.

Altogether, including the Dumfries and Galloway

and Scottish Borders stock transfers, the Scottish

council housing stock was reduced by some 100,000

dwellings in a single year.  

And this Autumn the large scale transfer process got

underway in Wales, with Brigend transferring some

7,000 dwellings to the exotically named

‘Valleys2Coast’. A new table with details of Scottish

and Welsh stock transfers will be included in next

year’s Review. 

Right to buy or wrong to sell?
The very evident shortfall in the supply of affordable

rented housing in London and much of the south of

England prompted a review of the Right to Buy

(RTB) policy, and led earlier this year to new

restrictions being imposed on the maximum level of

discounts in 41 specified areas of high demand for

social housing, 31 of which are London boroughs. 
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In each of those areas the maximum discount was

reduced to £16,000.

On the face of it the arguments for reviewing the

policy were simple. The RTB has seen the sale of

nearly two million social housing sector dwellings

in the UK since 1980, with sitting tenants over the

years having benefited from average discounts of

around 50 per cent. It therefore costs about twice

as much to build a new replacement rented

dwelling, and since 1980 the overall size of the

sector has shrunk by 25 per cent despite the

continued levels of investment in new housing.

Moreover, the RTB has been a major factor in the

social polarisation of tenures. In 1981 nearly a half

of all council tenant household heads were in

work; by 2000/01 less than a third were in work.

With the numbers of homeless households in

temporary accommodation at record levels, and

with (undiscounted) house prices beyond the

means of households with modest incomes,

stemming further stock losses through the RTB in

high demand areas is seen as an obvious measure

if the needs of low-income households for

affordable rented housing are ever to be met.

The case for restrictions was also reinforced by

evidence of various scams and abuses, including

companies offering incentives to tenants to

exercise the RTB, and then to leave the property in

the hands of the company. Under these deals the

sale and lease agreements are structured to avoid

the need to pay any discount (Jones, 2003).

However, while these and other scams are

offensive, and a clear drain on public finances,

there is no evidence that they operated on a very

substantial scale. 

Dig a little deeper…
But if you dig a little deeper there are major

question marks against all of these major

criticisms of the RTB. Surprising as it might seem it

can be argued that the Right to Buy could now

represent reasonable value for money. With

discounts of up to 70 per cent on flatted dwellings

(albeit now capped at regional maxima ranging

from £22,000 to £38,000 depending on location)

how can RTB sales possibly be good value, except

to the buyer?

The key point is that the sales are made to sitting

tenants, most of whom would have continued to

occupy the same dwelling for many years as a

tenant if they had not bought. Indeed, in the

private sector, sales to secure sitting tenants are

routinely made at prices substantially discounted

from vacant possession market prices, because the

tenanted dwelling simply has less value.

In terms of social policy the key issue is that a

property sold under the RTB would not otherwise

have been likely to become available to a new

tenant for many years. Perhaps surprisingly, given

the significance of the RTB as one of the major

housing policies over the last two decades, none of

the many research projects on its impact has come

up with an answer to the question of how long,

on average, households exercising the RTB remained

in occupation.

An initial crude analysis of published Survey of

English Housing (SEH) data by the editor, comparing

the numbers of RTB purchasers since 1980 still in

residence, against the numbers of sales over that

period, suggested that the average post RTB period of

residence might be around 10 years, with more than

three-fifths of all the households that exercised the

Right to Buy between 1980 and 1990 still remaining

in residence. 

However, an analysis by ODPM of data from the full

run of SEH surveys has plotted the numbers of RTB

purchasers still in residence in each year, against the

year in which they exercised the RTB. From this data

it is possible, with some technical adjustments, to

track the ‘median’ case, representing the point at

which only half of the RTB purchasers in a particular

year remained in occupation. To address the

limitations of small sample sizes they then smoothed

the results into rolling three year averages.

The upshot of this analysis is that, subject to the

limitations of the methodology, the median period

of occupation, to date, is some 17 years, far higher

than suggested by the editor’s initial crude (but

cautious) estimate. As a cross check the same data

were used to estimate the mean average period of

occupation, on the assumption that the current Right

to Buy purchasers still in residence all left tomorrow.

That gave, for England as a whole, a mean average

period of occupation of some 13 years.
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Time is money
These findings have a significant impact on the

evaluation of the value for money of the Right to

Buy policy. Investment in new dwellings provide a

letting the day they are built. Ending the RTB would

provide, on average, a new letting only some 15 (or

more) years hence. But time is money. The new

Treasury conventions used in assessing investment

plans are all based on an assumed 3.5 per cent real

‘discount rate’. Discounting future values by 15 years

at an annual 3.5 per cent rate gives a compounded

discount of some 38 per cent.

While this compounded investment discount is less

than the past average RTB discount of 50 per cent,

the difference is not great. Moreover, average RTB

discount values are now declining as the lower

maximum discount limits introduced in 1999 in

England and Wales begin to bite. By the middle of

2002 the average RTB discount in England had fallen

to 41 per cent (see Figure 2.4.1), and as house prices

have subsequently continued to rise, the 1999

maximum discount rules will have continued to

drive down the average value of discounts.

Thus, with an average period of post-RTB residence

of some 15 years, it can be argued that the current

and continued operation of the RTB policy under

the 1999 maximum discount rules imposes no real

net costs on the Exchequer. Indeed it can be argued

that the further restrictions introduced earlier this

year represent poor value for money, in that they

deter sales that would potentially have been

financially beneficial to the Exchequer.

The problems now being faced in high demand

areas are more to do with inadequate levels of

investment in new affordable housing than the

operation of the Right to Buy. Right to Buy receipts

have been increasingly used to underpin total

housing investment, with central government

providing less and less net new resources. In

England alone RTB sales have generated some 

£29 billion over the last two decades (Compendium

Table 60), and net new government housing

investment has fallen by 72 per cent in real terms

(Compendium Table 62b).

Much of the income from receipts has gone into the

refurbishment of remaining council estates, and

there has been insufficient investment in building

new affordable rented housing to make good the

deferred and long term impact of RTB stock losses

on new lettings in areas of high demand.

However, simply stopping the RTB in high demand

areas will have little or no immediate effect on relet

levels in those areas. Indeed, they will still continue

to reflect the long-term but gradual impact of RTB

sales over the last two decades. Restricting the RTB is

not a quick fix. It also imposes costs on the

government, as set aside RTB receipts are effectively

used to underpin housing capital expenditure

provisions. If additional costs are to be
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contemplated, areas of high demand would have

more to gain by being exempted from the 75 per

cent set aside rules, provided that they applied the

receipts in full to investment in new affordable

housing. Those new investments would give them

far more immediate gains in lettings to make

available to new applicants than will be achieved by

stopping the RTB. 

So, what to do next 
The government plans to bring in new rules,

extending the qualifying period for the RTB, and the

period after purchase where resales prompt

repayments of discount. Both these changes can be

justified on value for money grounds, as all quick

resales represent a net cost to the public purse.

Additional measures are aimed at dealing with some

of the particular scams and abuses that have grown

up in recent years. 

When it introduces those new rules the government

should scrap the £16,000 discount limits in the 41

high demand areas. More fundamentally the

government should restructure the main rules on

RTB discounts, and the 1999 regional maxima, so

that they are more closely linked to a proper value

for money assessment.
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